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Thinking about 
Decentralization in 
PoS/sharding
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Types of decentralization

Source: look up “centralized decentralized distributed” on 
Google Images
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Types of decentralization

Source: search “distributed vs decentralized” on 
Ethereum stack exchange
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Types of decentralization

Claim: my classifcation is better than yours.
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Types of decentralization

● Architectural (de)centralization — how many physical 
computers is a system made up of? How many of those 
computers can it tolerate breaking down at any single 
time?

● Political (de)centralization — how many individuals or 
organizations ultimately control the computers that the 
system is made up of?

● Logical (de)centralization— does the interface and 
data structures that the system presents and maintains 
look more like a single monolithic object, or an amorphous 
swarm? One simple heuristic is: if you cut the system in 
half, including both providers and users, will both halves 
continue to fully operate as independent units?
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Why we care

● Fault tolerance— decentralized systems are less likely 
to fail accidentally because they rely on many separate 
components that are not likely.

● Attack resistance— decentralized systems are more 
expensive to attack and destroy or manipulate because 
they lack sensitive central points that can be attacked at 
much lower cost than the economic size of the 
surrounding system.

● Collusion resistance — it is much harder for participants 
in decentralized systems to collude to act in ways that 
beneft them at the expense of other participants
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Alternatives to decentralization
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Alternatives to decentralization
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Alternatives to decentralization
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Alternatives to decentralization
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Summary

● Make individual parts of the system much stronger

● Architectural decentralization without political 
decentralization

● Incentivize availability via SLAs, reputation, deposits, etc

● Use game theory to make collusion less attractive
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Attack resistance in Casper

If you don’t like it, try coinmarketcap[random.randrange(100)]
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Incentivizing availability

● Nodes must be online >2/3 of the time to make a net 
proft
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Game theory

● “Lose-lose games”

● GHOST fork choice

● Parallel-attestation blockchain design

● 51% attack mitigation

– Data availability proofs, fraud proofs, etc

– Minority soft forks

– Coordination gadgets for minority soft forks (eg. 99% 
fault tolerant consensus)
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Lose-lose games

● Your reward 
depends not just 
on whether or not 
you vote, but also 
on whether or not 
other validators 
vote.

● Hence, pushing 
other validators 
online lowers 
your own revenue
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51% Attack recovery
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Incentivizing decentralization

● Decorrelation incentives

– Higher penalties if your node fails at the same time as 
other nodes

– Discourages very large pools, and sharing 
infrastructure (eg. everyone being on AWS)

● Fixed cost reduction
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Decorrelation incentives: 
Quadratic Leak

● If more than ⅓ of 
validators go ofine, so 
blocks stop fnalizing, 
non-voting validators’ 
deposits start to “leak” 
much more quickly.

● Lesson: don’t go ofine 
at the same time that 
everyone else goes 
ofine

Portion of ofine validators’ deposits remaining

Days
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Decorrelation incentives:
Partial Slashing

A not 
slashed

A slashed

B not 
slashed

(0, 0) (-12, 0)

B slashed (0, -12) (-22, -22)

If a validator is 
penalized for an 
attributable fault (eg. 
equivocation), their 
penalty is roughly 
proportional to the 
percentage of other 
validators that are 
penalized around the 
same time.
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Fixed cost reduction

● Sharding: node operation costs proportional to deposit 
size, at least up to some point
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Fixed costs: areas of concern

● Fixed costs in researching and implementing custom 
proposer strategies

– Precommitments to include transactions

– Accepting gas payment in diferent tokens
● Fixed costs in researching and implementing custom 

deposit dual use strategies

– Enforcing precommitments on-chain

– Extra collateral in dapps (eg. MakerDAO)
● Fixed costs in staying online 24/7

– Note: PoW has this too, same with operating a 
payment channel routing node, etc etc
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Fixed costs: mitigations
● Fixed costs in researching and implementing custom 

proposer strategies

– Move as much to “layer 1.5” as possible

– Don’t encourage full “economic abstraction”

– Don’t encourage stupid race condition dapps
● Fixed costs in researching and implementing custom 

deposit dual use strategies

– Partial stake pooling (stake pools explicitly for the dual 
use component, NOT for the PoS itself)

● Fixed costs in staying online 24/7

– Decorrelation incentives reduce need to be extremely 
careful in normal circumstances

– Make blockchain lighter; stake of your phone when 
you’re asleep
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Conclusions

● Important goal of a blockchain: balance between 
scalability/performance/low latency and decentralization

● Why decentralize?

– Fault tolerance

– Attack resistance

– Collusion resistance
● Can target these desiderata explicitly, in addition to trying 

to increase “decentralization”

● Main factor determining centralization is usually fxed 
costs; we can reduce these

● Decorrelation incentives fairly novel (and yet untested) 
tool 
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